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OOVENANT ON HUMAN RIGHTS (E/6oo, E/8bO, E!CN.4/168, E/CN.4/274, E/CN.4/276 )
(discussion continued)
The CHAIRMAN noted that the Ccmmission had before it a number
, of :proposals made by Austr,alia, China, the United States of America,
France and India (E/8oo).1 and two new dcoumerrta, one prepared by India

i~

",

1

and the United Kingdom (E/CN .4/274).

t

She suggested that the Commission

choose one of ,these documents as a working basis for discussion.

(Et

C

(E/cN ,4/276), and thf.; ccher submitted jointly by the United States

dr(
th~'

1

e

e
"Mr. PAVLOV (Ul1ion of Soviet Socialist Republics) thought such
, a procedure was hardly indicated., seeing that the basic texts referring
to-the Covenant and its implementation were to be found in documents E/6oo
/andE/800.
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and E/800.

All the proposals subnitted a.fter those fundamental texts

departed from them to a iJreater or lesser extent) so that the obvious
course "Would be to study the diverGencies between the later texts and
the basic ones.

l\lr. Pav.Lov reminded the CC1IJllissL:i. that it r..ad
~

decided to consider item 6 of the anen~;

he would like to speak now,

perhaps during the General discussion, on the measures of implementation.
As reGards the protocol en the implementation of the Covenant, there

. were three possibilities to choose f'r-om ,
The

CHAI&\~N

called the members

l

attention to document

E/8oo,

Annex C, which ata ted that the Ccn:mission referred the Eccncnri c and
Social Council to annex C of the report of the Ccmmissionfs second
session (E/600)) and the additional sUGGestions brought f'orvard
before and during its third session.

For that r-eason the Chairman.

thought that the CQDnission could use, as a casle for discussion,
document E/6oo and the proposals of Australia, China, the United states,
France and India) as

~vell

as the new joint

sua~estions

of the

United states and the Lnited KinadcmJ and the nev Indian proposal.
Mrs. ME~~ (India) pointed out tl~t she rBd already sUGSested
that the Ccmmission use document E/CN.4/160 as the s~rtinG point of
its discussion.
The CHAIRMAN' c1.relv a.ttention to the end of part IV of the
document in question (paBe l() J lfhere there appeared. a brief outline
of a general protocol prepared by the Secretariat.
Mr. SOERENSEN (Denmark) supported the Indian suggestion,

and agreed With the
outline.

C~~irman

that the Secretariatts text was only an

Perhaps the varil"'lus proposals submt tted. could be examined

in conjunction with each item of the outline.
would. ultimately have to make the decision.

The General Assembly
The Ccmmission, therefore,

must draw up only such proposals as did not ccmmit the various
governments represented.

Fur-bharmcre , the Secretary-General had.

made no final proposals in the document in question, so that it
·seemed wise for the Ccremission to use that outline in its work.

/Mr. GARCIA BAUER
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Mr. GABCIA BAtTER (Guatemala) felt that the method suggested
in document E/CN .4/168 might be a ye-ry useful one.
su~port

the Indian delegationts

pro~osal.

He would consequently

He suggested that the

Secretariat should draw up a table giving the subjects contained in the
outline and listing the pro~osalsmade by the delegations under each subject.

Such a table would be clear and convenient to use, thus making

the work easier.

Mr. CASSIN (France) pointed out that the course suggested by
the USSR representa tive would have been acceptable i f the working group
at Geneva had drawn up a f'orm draft instead of producing merely a number
of general statements.

The Commission itself would therefore have to

go into the substance of the principal proposals, and for that reason
the Indian suggestion did not seem to be in accordance with the rules
of' procedure.
The CHA:J:m;!.AN put to the vote the Indian proposal to use
document

E/CN.4/168 as a basis for discussion.

Jhe Indian proposal was
tions.

ado~ted by

8 votes to none, with 6 absten-

The CHAIRMAN felt that the COlIilIl1ssion was in agreement on
asking the Secretariat to draw up the proposed comparative tablej

to

begin With, however, it would be well to examine the various chapter
headings of the outline in order to determine whether the eXisting form
was suitable.

She thought it might be' advisable to vote on the

Guatemalan representativefs proposal •
.Mr. GARC IA BAUEB (Guat ema la ) did not think the.t a vote on his

proposal would be necessary.
He hed merely suggested to the Commission
that it might be usef'ul to ask the Secretar,y-General to draw up a
document of the kind he had indicated.

There was no question of coming

to a decision on each part of the outline and adopting the various subOho~

a

1J~

to~tI
I
~.

jects in it; i t was simply desirable to have a document at hand Which
would make the work progress lliJre easily.
The CHAIRMAN stated that) with the consent of the Commission)
she would ask the representative of the Secretariat to have the table
prepared.

/Mr.

SCHWELB

it drawn

Mr. SCHWELB (Secretariat) said that he was qUite
up.

In answer to a question from Mr. Garcia Bauer, Mr. Schwelb made
clear that the existing Secretariat memorandum had been based on the
proposals of the various governments and the vorkir.g group •
.Mr. GARCIA BAVER (Guatemala.) remarked that it would be best
to postpone the consideration of questions raised by chapter I of the
. outline, and to limit the discussion to chapters 2 and 3.
~w. EAVLOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) stated

the chapter
instance:

headi~3s

should certainly be changed

80

as to say, for

"Questions concerning the right, ete .•. [I, in order not to

consider anything as settled in advance, or to consider the particular
right as already acquired.
The CHAIRMAN pointed out thdt only a comparative table was
b~ing

considered, and that it might prove necessary to change the order

of the chapters, according to the subjects they dealt With;

at any

rate, there was no question of going into the substance of the topios
at the moment;

what had to be decided was which SUbjects were to be

included.
Speaking of the document in question,

~~.

observed that care would have to be taken: to avoid

INGLES (Philippine

any

uncer-tatrrcy

f'\._

ta>

the nature of the Secretary-General's responsibility, and to make it
qUite clear that he would have the riGht to decide on the initiation
proceedings.
The CHAIRMAN thought that) in that case, it would be well to
include that point specifically in part IV.
Mr. MORA (Uruguay), referring to par-t I) said that it "Would be
well to discuss the initiation of proceedings) bearing in mind the
three methods of starting an action.
Mr. Charles MALIK (Lebanon) pointed out thcl,t part I dealt

solely With the initiation of proceedings and tbat all the questions
bearing on that SUbject should be oonsidered before going on to examine
the suggested plan, however rudimentary it might be.
/Furthermore
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Furthermore, only signatory States were mentioned;

Mr. Malik

thought that the United Nations should be just as oon~erned with
non-signatory States.
The CHAIRMAN felt that measures of implementation should be
inoluded in the Covenant, and not appear in a separate protoool.
Miss BOWIE (United Kingdom) pointed out that two questions had
hot been thoroughiy considered:

the inclusion of measures of implementa-

tion in the Covenant, and relations between signatory and non-signatory
. ste.tes.

It might therefore be advisable to have an additional chapter-

implementation of the Covenant in the oase of non-signatory States.
The CHAIRMAN believed that those ,two questions o~ght to be settled

Mrs. MEHTA (India) reoalled that no deoisions on the subjeot
. had been made at the previous meeting, so that the representatives might
have more time to think over the .issues.
~

I

r

Mr. GARCIA BAUER (Guatemala) emphasized once more that the
'd~8cussion on the preparation of the proposed dooument by the Seoretariat

be confined. to queatdons of form;
Mr. Charles MALIK (Lebanon) observed that any deoision reached
far on the inclusion of measures of .implementation in the Covenant
would be provisional in oharacter.

A final decision would

hav~

to be

taken, after a thorough examination of the question; origiI1dlly the
members had been thinking in terms of three distinot doouments, but at
the moment some foresaw only two.
Tha.t was an important change on which
a deoision must be taken with full knowledge of the facts.
Mr. CASSIN (France) pointed out that it was not really neoessary
know whether or not the Co:rnmission was in agreement.
The Co:rnmission
was in
the prooess of examining a plan of work
,
.
, and the fact that it

wanted information on some particular poi~t did not mean that it made up
~ts mind about the question and adopted or rejected given proposals •.

/The Frenoh

1;
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. The French representative held that it would be an error to form an
advance opinion on the question whether measures of implementation
should be included in the Covenant or not.

He observed in that con-

nexion that the note concerning part IV, which appeared on page 18 of
document E/CN.4/168 would serve as a safeguard.

It was of importance)

on the other hand, to know whether it was preferable to begin by
examining the means of resolving disputes or whether the question of
the persons or organs which might initiate proceedings should be considered first.

Further) Mr. Cassin believed that it would perhaps be

better to discuss parts II and III before part I) as it would be more
logical to specify what organs might be had recourse to before determining who had the right to use such a procedure.
Mr. GARCIA BAUER (Guatemala) urged the Commission to request

the Secretariat to prepare the list under discussion.

While that was

being done) the Commission could proceed to examine the questions which
had been placed before it.
Mr. SOERENSEN (Denmark) noted that it might be advisable to
give consideration, in part 11) to the proposals of the United Kingdom
and the Unitea. States of America) envisaging ad hoc committees or committees of inquiry) and to include a ne101 chapter on that subject.
The CBAIRMAJf believed that the Commission might simply request
the Secretariat to frame the document in accordance with the. outline, and
to include in it all proposals) with, say) 6 June as the final date for
presenting them.

The Commission could study those questions in the order

it judged best.
The Chairman believed, nevertheless) that the Commission should decide
without further delay whether the measures of implementation should be
included in the Covenant or not.
Mr. PAVLOV (Union of Soviet Socialist RepUblics) inquired as to
What was meant by a separate protocol:

did that mean a separate document

or simply a portion of the Covenant in the form) perhaps, of an annex?
The CHAIRMAN recalled that the USSR delegation hRd always been'
opposed to the inclusion of measures of implementation in the Covenant.

/Ir

those

ElcN .4/sR
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If those measures were to appear in an annex A of the Covenant, they

would be automatically ratified simultaneously with the Covenant.

For

that reason, a separate protocol would have the advantage of enabling
states which so desired to ratify the Covenant without having to ratify
the measures of implementation.
Mr. ENTEZAM (Iran) shared the opinion of the Chairman •
. Mr. Charles MALIK (Lebanon) pointed out that the USSR delegation's attitude was that each signatory State should only be required
to guarantee that its legislation was in conformity with the principles
enunciated in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and in the
international Covenant.
to which

There was, however, another conception according

an international system of control should be set up to ensure

that human rights were indeed respected.
The representative of Lebanon observed that the United Nations was
bound ·to assume certain responsibilities in that field.

In particular,

Article 55 of the Charter specified that lithe United Nations shall
promote ••• universal respect for, and observance of) human rights and
fundamental freedoms ••. 11

The provisions of that Article demonstrated

that the
. second viewpoint) the one set. forth , by the Lebanese representative) was correct.

Mr. Malik added that there were varying degrees in the implementation
of a covenant. The provisions of the Charter already imposed a certain
moral obligation upon the members of the. United Nations, who were required)
as far as possible, to guarantee respect for human rights and fundamental
freedoms.

Further, the United Nations could) through the General

Assembly, itself ensure that a certain amount of supervision was exercised and bring to the attention of world public opinion the most
flagrant violations of human rights.

The discussion of the question of

the treatment of Indians in the Union of South Africa was an example
of such action.
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights represented a second stage.
Despite the differences of opiniort on the juridical nature of that
Declaration) it could be considered in itself to have some executive
force.
The adoption of an international covenant would represent a third
stage.

Even if .the Covenant were to contain no reference to measures of

implementation it would have the same power of enforcement as any treaty.
That power might be enhanced by indicating the procedure to be followed
in instances of violations of human rights;

that was the purpose of the

/proposal
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proposal submitted by the United States and the United Kingdom. A new
stage would be reached if it were decided to frame a separate protocol
providing for definite measures of implementation. Finally, should the
Australian proposal for an International Court of Human Rights be
adopted, the most far-reaching step would have been taken in the matter.
not
He believed that the time was7at hand to take a final decision.
The Commission should confine itself to giving the Covenant the greatest
possible power of enforcement without excluding either the elaboration
of a separate protocol or the examination of the Australian proposal.
d

Mr. INGLES (Philippines), '\orithout sharing the attitude of the
USSR representative on the implementation of the Covenant, recognized
none the less that a state which signed the Covenant thereby assumed the
obligation to take all necessary steps to ensure respect for human rights.
The Philippine delegation would desire the United Nations to endeavour to

s

f

create conditions making possible the establishment of an International
Court of Human Rights.
Mr. Ingles recognized, with the

representa~ive

of Lebanon, that the

Universal Declaration of Human Rights, supplemented by the Covenant,
would already possess indisputable moral force, as the signatory states
would pledge themselves to guarantee respect for human rights.

However,

it was advisable to adopt certain measures of implementation to reinf'orce
that moral obligation.
The Philippine representative pointed, in that connexion, to the
danger involved in incorporating measures of implementation in,the
Covenant, as, certain States, opposed to that solution, might, if such a
decision were adopted, take advantage of it to refrain from signing the
Covenant.

It was a matter of indifference to the Philippine delegation,

however, whether the measures of implementation were included in the
Covenant or became the object of a ,separate protocol.
,The CHAIRMAN, speaking as'representative of the United states
of America, stated that the Covenant should include certain essential
measures of implementation.

She r-ecognfzed however, that a separate

protocol would render it easier for certain countries to sign the Covenant.
Mr. LOUTFI (Egypt) expressed the view that a Covenant which did
not include certain measures of enforcement would be a dead letter.

~y.

,6

!Mr. CASSIN

"
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Mr. CASSIN (France) stated that the pact must embocly the
necessary measures of implement~tion.

However, he did not oppose the

view of the Danish representative who thought it advisable to supplement
the Covenant '-Tith a protocol.

Mr. Cassin aclded that the discussion so

far had demonstrated that the Governments could only arrive at a decision
after they had studied the list of questions submitted to the Secretariat.

Mr. PAVLOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) emphasized
that the attitude of the USSR waS in conformity with the principles 'of
the Charter themselves:

it assumed that the respective countries lvould

take measures to guarantee respect for human rights.
realistic conception.

There

\~re

That was a

other delegations vThich desired to

establish an international system of coercion and pressure upon certain
States.

Those delegations did not attach sufficient importance to the

sovereignty of States.

It was enough to compare Article 1 of the

Charter 1'71 th Articles 55 and 56 to realize that the latter d id not
limit national sovereignty in the slightest degree.
Mr. Pavlov observed that the Lebanese representative had misinter~reted

the provisions of Article 55.

It was true that that Article

affirmed that the United Nations must promote "universal respect for and
observance of human rights '!, but that could be done l'7ithout intervention
in the internal affairs of a State and, therefore, without Violating the
provisions of Article 2, paragraph 7 of the Charter.
Mr. Pavlov granted without question, as did the French representative,
that ,respect for human rights should ensure the conditions of internationa:
stability mentioned in Article 55.

But if it were decidecl to raise to

the international level every dispute in which an individual and
a State
,
'

were opposed to each other, the number of disputes among States might be
ve~y much increased.

In that connexion, he wou'ld. recall that the

Chilean delegation had desired, during the first part of the third
session of the General Assembly, to embark upon a long discussion on
. the question of Soviet wives.

That attempt had failed, but it showed

how matters of that kind could be used to launch a veritable crusade
against certain countries and to bring about interventions in the
internal affairs of those States which were nothing but another aspect
of the "cold war".

IThe USSR representative
"

o

te
be
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The USSR representative believed that before deciding whether
measures of implementation ahoul.d be embodied in the Covenant or maa.e
the object of a separate protocol, the Commission must decide on the
contents of the Covenant itself.
to say the least.

Any other procedure wou'ld seem strange,

If, hovevez-, the Commission did adopt another })l:'O-

cedure, it should have at its disposal a document pl:'epared by the
Secretariat showing the points of difference bet1reen the various proposals
submitted tihua far.
those proposals

Such a d.oc ument would. also indicate to vhat degree

~rere

cantral:'Y to the provisions of the Charter.

Mr. CASSIN (France) took the chair.
The CHA.IRMAN, speaking as the representative of France, :pointed
out that, in the view of the USSR representative, the Covenant should be
applied unilaterally by each signatory State and that the question of
respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms was within the national
jurisdiction of each State.

But it was difficult to maintain sucb a

:position if the provisions of the Char-bar "rere borne in mind, :particularly
Article 56, "Thich stated that "All Members pledge themselves to take
joint and separate action in co-operation "Tith the Organization for the
achievement of the purposes set forth in Al:'ticle 5511 •

The force of

that juridical argument was such that it was impossible to deny the
competence of the United Nations in the matter of respect for human
rights.
The nature of the Violation of human rights should, of course, be
taken into account;

some insignificant Violations fell solely within

the 'com:petence of the State concerned, but when a violation involved.
danger to international order) it was natura), that z-ec curse should- be
had to the United Nations.

othervrse the position of the USSR de Lega-

tion might unexpectedly turn aGainst its advocates.
j

Indeed, if a

number of States aereed to have recourse to a friendly proced.ure in
cases of Violation of human rights, many disputes could be settled- in
a normal mannerj

but if such a procedure were rejected, there waS a

risk that such Violations would be brought irrbo the full light of daY
and jUdgecl by wor-Ld public opinion.

and

France

had

a'Lways

would

not

voluntarily

vention

by

the

United.

been

concerned
agree

Nations

to
in

\vith

its

independence

indiscriminate
interinternal
affairs,
its

!but the
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but the French delegation believed that it was essential for the
Organization to intervene when a-violation of humen rights seemed
ca-pable of threatening the peace.

In that connexion the Chairman

reoalled the precedent of the Hitler regime which had violated
human rights in Germany from 1933 on•. The outcome of that
progressively expanding evil had been the second World Were

Mr. SAGUES (Chile) recalled the attitude of his delegation.
Apart from setting forth provisions of an exclusively juridical charactere
the covenant merely completed the Charter of the United Nations,
which hM as one of its purposes to encour ege respect for human
rights and for fundamental f'reedoms,

The Charter had been drawn up

at the end of a war intended to re-assert the value of and the
respect due to human rights.

It would be wrong, therefore, to say

that the Declaration of Human Rights· and the international Covenant
were mere statements of principle and should have no concrete and practical
value,
The mSR was constantly emphasizing the need for the full
recognition of State aovere Igntyj the USSR delegation stated it
would not allOW any infringement of its countryts right to deal
itself with queatd.ons which were within its exclusive jurisdiction.·
!lJI'. Segues admitted tha'j the ·GerieraLAssembly obviously had means of

---&flsuringrespect for human rights end fundamental freedoms, but he
felt that the procedure of complaining to the General Assembly was
open to serious objections, because of its possible political
repercuss ions.
He believed that the Covenant was useful in itself and represented
a step forward because of the concrete and specific provisions it
contained.

A procedure should be worked out which States could set

up and use without any hesitation, such as commissions sitting in cemera
to determine, first of all, the importance end sericusnes8 of any given
case.

Such commissions would carry out investigations and propose

possible solutions.

Should such a prcee dure prove of no avail, it

would always be possible then to refer the case to the International
Court of Justice.

Before havfng recourse to the latter , however., all

other possibilities should be investigated.

Mrs. MEETA (India) said her delegation had raised the Iluestion
of the implementation of the Covenant because it felt that the United
Nations should protect the fundamental rights and freedoms of the
nationals of all Member States, whether signatories to the Covenant or not.

lIt

was

E/cN.4/sR
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essenti&1 ) therefore, to set upa system of control to

ensure the observance of the principles contained in both the Declaration
and the Covenant.
Mr. PAVLOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) remin.1eJd

members of the statement made by the Ohafrmen, and said that Article 56
of the Charter should be examfned in relation to the seven paragraphs
of Article 2.

It was for the various Governments to ensure respect

for human rights.

The United Nations could act only by addressing

recommendations to Member States.

.Any other conception would be

contr-ary to the principles of the Charter.
Referring to the example quoted by the Chairman) he emphasized
that the second World Ww had not been caused by a violation of the
German people IS rights but by the policy followed by the United Kingdom,
:Br snce and the United States.

The aim of that policy had been to strengthen

the German war potential and to incite Germany to attack the USSR.
The Munich Pact, concluded after the .Anschluss, had constituted a
violation of the sovereignty of a State.
The establishment of a system of international control would be
contrary to the 'Princi'ples of the Charter.

The USSR woul.d oppose any

similar attempt to undermine the United Nations.

In conclusion,

lfJ!'. Pavlov Said that, in the q,uestion under discussion, the

sovereignty of the Stat& and of the pe opLea should be guaranteed
in accordance with the provisions of the Charter.
The meeting rose at

5.30

];I. m.

